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Four topics
1.

What is a game?

2. Learning and Cognitive Load from Games
3. Motivation from Games
4. Research on Games

1) What is a game?
 No agreement about definition of “serious” games.

o

Some limit to “competition” for performance scores

o

Others add or substitute “constructed reality”,
“discovery of rules”, etc.

 Without an agreement about the variables that constitute a
game the value of this research is minimal and generally an
exercise of enthusiasm over substance.

2) Learning from games?
All current reviews of adequately designed and peer-reviewed research
have found NO learning or motivational benefits from games:


Sitzmann’s (2011) meta analysis concludes that when learning
benefits are found for games it stems from instructional methods
that can be presented in non-game contexts.



Previous meta analyses of games have failed to include unpublished
studies containing NSD results – the most likely outcome in a well
designed study.



Games as constructs obscure and distract us from indentifying and
employing the important instructional methods that are compatible
with cognitive architecture and lead to learning.

Game Pedagogy
Entertainment games use a discovery pedagogy that is less effective
than fully guided instruction for novice to intermediate learners
(Meyer, 2004, Kirschner, Sweller and Clark, 2006).

 Sitzmann (2011) coins the term “simulation games” and recommends

using games for long term practice, feedback and transfer support
rather than direct instruction.
o She refers to ‘interactivity” as an important method that impacts
learning in game AND non-game treatments.

 Merrill (2006) describes key methods and Koedinger & Aleven (2007)
describe the kinds of interactivity found in cognitive tutors that provide
learning benefits and none require games.
o Koedinger et al (2010) describe methods that should be included in
all instruction, including games (next)

Instructional Research Foundations
First Principles of Instruction
Principle

Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center
Knowledge-Learning-Instruction Framework

Description

1) Taskcenteredness

Authentic tasks that represent the
domain/learning outcomes

2) Activation

Connect to learner’s prior
experience/knowledge/larger
knowledge structure

3) Demonstration

Demonstrate and give examples of
correct performance

4) Application

Part-task and whole-task practice
with corrective feedback

5) Integration

Reflection, discussion, public
performance, exploration of real life
uses
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Cognitive Load and Games
• Our “mental architecture” has limits on how much
we can think about at one time
• Formerly 7 +/- 2 ideas but now 4 +/- 1 ideas
• If we try to overload our thinking with too much
information it overloads & “crashes”
• Crashing is pleasurable - to protect us
• We have to design multimedia so that it does not
cause cognitive overload

Mayer’s Multimedia Principles (2009)

Effect
Size

Studies

1. Coherence: Eliminate extraneous visuals and sound

.97

14 of 14

2. Signaling: Highlight essential information

.52

5 of 6

3. Redundancy: Graphics and narration – avoid text

.72

5 of 5

4. Visual Contiguity: Text next to graphic it describes

1.19

5 of 5

5. Time Contiguity: Simultaneous words and pictures

1.31

5 of 5

6. Pacing: Learner pacing better than system pacing

.98

3 of 3

7. Pre-training: Advance learning of conceptual information

.85

5 of 5

8. Modality: Graphics + Narration not text + animation

1.02

7 of 17

9. Multimedia: Words + Pictures - not words alone

1.39

11 of 11

10. Personalization: Conversational style - not formal

1.11

11 of 11

11. Voice: Human voice better than machine voice

.78

3 of 3

3) Motivation from games?
Entertainment games are motivating but no compelling evidence exists to
support the claim that the same is true for serious games.



No peer-reviewed studies comparing the motivational
benefits of serious games and non-game equivalents.



Serious games may result in less mental effort invested in
learning because of the belief that they make learning
“easier” (Salomon, 1984)



Consider using “game-like elements” such as competition
when instruction fails to yield adequate persistence or
mental effort (Koedinger et al, 2010).

5) Games research?
Games researchers are contributing to the literature on instruction
and learning so should use more robust experimental design.
 Need agreement on the operational definition of an
instructional game or no discussion of research is possible.
 Pre test and post test knowledge using using the learning
measures suggested O’Neil et al (2005) and motivation measures
suggested by Pintrich and Schunk (2002).
 Research should examine variables that are exclusive to games
and compare them with variables that are robust competitors.
 Consider studies that modify one variable at a time so that we
can interpret the results and apply them in future instruction.
 Ask researchers to reveal any direct or indirect connections to
income from games to avoid even the appearance of conflict of
interest.
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